The 2020 session brought COVID-19 and Zoom and other changes to process, and many of our major policy proposals and changes in the area of long-term care were pushed aside. The "special sessions" have led to some favorable changes, and now we head into 2021, a budget year.

Find out the current status of the implementation of the 2019 laws and receive an overview of the Long-Term Care Imperative’s 2021 session legislative agenda. We will highlight the topic areas that will be a major focus during the upcoming legislative session, share important dates for the upcoming legislative session, which legislators are now in key roles, and how you can be involved.

There will also be an opportunity to ask questions and give your feedback on the legislative agenda.

LEGALISITVE AGENDA TOPICS TO BE COVERED INCLUDE:
- Elderly Waiver payment reform
- Supporting nursing facility (VBR) payment
- Workforce
- Protecting seniors
  - Technical amendments to licensing of assisted living
  - Updates on the assisted living director rulemaking process
  - Update on the assisted living licensure rulemaking process
- COVID-19 programs and funding carryover into 2021

PRESENTERS
- Patti Cullen, CAE, President/CEO, Care Providers of Minnesota
- Toby Pearson, Vice President of Advocacy, Care Providers of Minnesota
- Todd Bergstrom, Director of Research & Data Analysis, Care Providers of Minnesota
- Nicole Mattson, Vice President of Strategic Initiatives, Care Providers of Minnesota

This webinar is offered FREE to Care Providers of Minnesota members as a “virtual” regional meeting. Because the webinar is presented at no charge, CEUs are not provided.